Following meeting John last week, we identified that he is aiming for a level 9 in
her GCSE English and is currently working at a level 7/8. He is willing to put in
some extra work to try and push for the level 9 and is looking for a tutor who can
help refine his English skills to achieve top marks.

John’s strongest topics were Energy Changes in Chemistry, and Bioenergetics in
Biology. These are both the last topic taught out of the Paper 1 topics, and it may
be that John remembers these subjects best. However, all topics need a lot of
revision and John’s current recall of these subjects needs improvement.

John’s weakest topics were both in Biology and are Cell biology and Organisation.
Cell Biology contains lots of facts about the function of each part of the cell. There
are a lot of facts to remember and requires constant refreshing to commit these to
memory. The topic of Organisation is about linking the role of different organs to
their respective organ systems, which requires a more logical approach to
understanding the impact of each organ. These two topics are fundamentally
based on fact recall, which we have established is a key area for John to work on.

Based on this interview, together with his school report, we recommend the
following tutors:

1. Karen Bartlett- Karen is a GCSE and A-level English literature and language
examiner for AQA. She is an expert in the exam syllabus and mark schemes
and will be able to give John excellent exam advice and technique to
achieve those top marks.
2. Steven Brown- Steven teaches GCSE English to gifted and talented students
at his secondary school in Ashbourne. He runs small groups to motivate and
challenge students who are aiming for the top grades.
3. Jane Ashton- Jane has been one of our longest standing tutors at Arlen
Education and is an extremely experienced tutor. She works closely with her
students to form personalised exam technique plans to give her students the
best possible start in their exams.

